POSTSCRIPT
to Prague. My most unpleasant recollection of the last months of
Prague is of the way the Jews, right up to this very night, flaunted
their money everywhere, monopolized all the expensive hotels
and caf<£s and restaurants, talked louder than everybody else,
went everywhere with the most conspicuous blondes they could
find, and generally led a parasitic and provocative existence at a
time when their Press throughout the world was filling the heavens
with the clamour of complaint about Jewish persecution.
Now, at the very last moment, they began to panic* AH over
the hotel lounge they stood about in whispering and gesticulating
groups, they came and went on mysterious errands and with
mysterious mien, they brought in rumours and exchanged
information, so that the place became a chattering and fear-laden
talk-mart where you could not sit quietly in a chair or read a
newspaper or get to the telephone or have a word with the Czech
hotel porter without a dozen pairs of ears being cocked all round
you.
It was revolting and exasperating* When I reached London a
fortnight later, the first letter I received was from one of these pests,
of whom I had never heard but who had apparently been staying
in that same hotel; in the meantime he, like most of the others,
I suppose, had also reached London, and he calmly wrote to me
to say that he had deposited with the hotel porter a substantial
sum in pounds, dollars and Swiss francs, which he was not allowed
to take out of the country, in order that I might bring it out with
me for him. To do so would have been a legal offence, for me^s
for him. His line of thought was apparently that it would be
better for me, a complete stranger to him, to commit the offence,
on behalf of a man I had never heard of and had no wish to
know, than for him. He now proposed blandly that he should
call on me and collect the money. I don't think he will, after the
letter I wrote him, and I only hope the police, to whom I for-
warded his letter, have their eye on this new addition to England's
population. The Jews share with the Germans one foremost
characteristic; they are as ruthless in prosperity as they are
abject in adversity. Their behaviour in Prague during the last
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